
ATH-Praezis is convinced that best planning is only done by those 
who actually execute a project. However, Project Leads need to 
concentrate on delivery much more than on nitty-gritty of 
planning, so that every new project its ‘best-project-yet’!

AATH-Praezis ensures assistance in effective planning and monitoring of 
work, taking care of the details, enabling Project Leads have timely, 
up-to-date, actionable information. Working as its planning-arm, ATH 
Praezis saves the customer planning-resource costs. 

DeployingDeploying experts with hands-on construction experience, ATH-Praezis 
is well adept at providing planning services for large, complex, or simple 
projects; incl. those at ‘bid-stage’. Experience includes conducting 
effective ‘kick-off’ meetings / progress review meetings, activity 
sequencing, planning analysis of existing facilities, manpower & 
resource deployment plans, programming, monitoring-reporting, and 
retention of ‘lessons-learnt’ for future.

AATH–Praezis is a competent partner in deploying means and methods 
of harnessing the manpower, process, and technology to improve 
collaboration, minimize waste, and create true value for the all aspects 
of the project - site-clearance, design, construction, commissioning, 
and operations. It has a deep, practical understanding of all aspects of 
a project. It can work by employing recognized world-class software or 
through customers’ own planning tools.

AATH-Praezis experts, through concise analysis of critical milestones 
and identification of interdependent activities, can help customer track 
progress across entire project, proactively identify potential problems, 
come up with timely solutions and improve project performance. 
ATH-Praezis fully comprehends the need for the customer ‘right 
decisions’ at the ‘right time’, hence reduce risk and mitigate 
unanticipated costs due to delay, unforeseen, or acceleration. 

Optimized,Optimized, accurate, realistic master’ project schedule, sequencing of 
activities, and efficient deployment of craft and machine resource 
employing PERT-CPM methodology, helps with improved 
communication, effective oversight, and will enable the customers’ 
entire team to economically meet or better commitments on schedule 
like ‘clock-work’. 

AATH-Praezis frees up customer’s mind who can naturally focus 
attention to leverage its expertise in cost-control, process 
improvements, raw material efficiency, quality, safety, productivity, and 
execution technique. The customer can thus complete projects on time 
and within budget. 

Get The Praezis Advantage

Recognized for aenon to detail and speed of 
service, ATH-Praezis balances innovave, 
responsive soluons with a pragmac, 
cost-conscious approach. This client-centred 
philosophy earns ATH-Praezis customer trust and 
lasng business relaonships.

AATH-Praezis works with its customers on any size 
of project - small or large, urgent or planned - 
meeng client’s current and future needs.

Each assignment is led by one of ATH-Praezis 
hands-on principals and embraced by a carefully 
selected project team of seasoned professionals. 
SeService ‘Building Blocks’ already available with 
ATH-Praezis may be configured, ulized, or 
completely new soluons structured.

TheseThese core teams, carefully selected and 
resourced, collaborate with customers‘ staff in 
order to completely sasfy customers’ objecves. 
Services are provided from a choice of several 
'vercals'. For more information, please contact your local ATH-Praezis 

representative or visit: www.ath-praezis.com


